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Biologically Inspired
Approaches for Locomotion,
Anomaly Detection and
Reconfiguration for Walking
Robots
2011-08-20

the increasing presence of mobile robots in
our everyday lives introduces the requirements
for their intelligent and autonomous features
therefore the next generation of mobile robots
should be more self capable in respect to
increasing of their functionality in
unforeseen situations decreasing of the human
involvement in their everyday operations and
their maintenance being robust fault tolerant
and reliable in their operation although
mobile robotic systems have been a topic of
research for decades and aside the technology
improvements nowadays the subject on how to
program and making them more autonomous in
their operations is still an open field for
research applying bio inspired organic
approaches in robotics domain is one of the
methodologies that are considered that would
help on making the robots more autonomous and
self capable i e having properties such as
self reconfiguration self adaptation self



optimization etc in this book several novel
biologically inspired approaches for walking
robots multi legged and humanoid domain are
introduced and elaborated they are related to
self organized and self stabilized robot
walking anomaly detection within robot systems
using self adaptation and mitigating the
faulty robot conditions by self
reconfiguration of a multi legged walking
robot the approaches presented have been
practically evaluated in various test
scenarios the results from the experiments are
discussed in details and their practical
usefulness is validated

Embryonic Stem Cells and the
Law
2012-01-09

chromosomes advances in research and
application 2011 edition is a
scholarlyeditions ebook that delivers timely
authoritative and comprehensive information
about chromosomes the editors have built
chromosomes advances in research and
application 2011 edition on the vast
information databases of scholarlynews you can
expect the information about chromosomes in
this ebook to be deeper than what you can
access anywhere else as well as consistently



reliable authoritative informed and relevant
the content of chromosomes advances in
research and application 2011 edition has been
produced by the world s leading scientists
engineers analysts research institutions and
companies all of the content is from peer
reviewed sources and all of it is written
assembled and edited by the editors at
scholarlyeditions and available exclusively
from us you now have a source you can cite
with authority confidence and credibility more
information is available at scholarlyeditions
com

Chromosomes: Advances in
Research and Application: 2011
Edition
2023-02-13

is there a way to fight back against incurable
disease california thought so and put its
money where its mind was three billion dollars
worth and when that was gone how about five
and a half billion dollars more to build and
expand the california institute for
regenerative medicine for some science excites
it is the great adventure to challenge the
impossible like a real life battle with a
giant squid or the proposed disassembly of the



eiffel tower or ejecting from a jet in the sky
from a height greater than mount everest for
others regenerative medicine is a mystery
could the urge to do murder have a genetic
cause which might be reduced and for everyone
there is the fight to protect our loved ones
lives 133 million of us suffering from chronic
disease from america alone a colossal cost of
3 trillion dollars last year an epic battle
science politics stem cells and genes
california s war on chronic disease takes the
reader behind the scenes an award winning
teacher reed shares science in stories
including the systematic assault on alzheimer
s disease cancer autism epilepsy liver failure
schizophrenia obesity stroke sickle cell
arthritis blindness paralysis kidney failure
als aging and much much more readers can
expect a greater understanding of the
intricate adventure of stem cell research as
well as the political wrestling it took to
make progress possible that california s
effort may benefit the world from early
research to clinical trials america should
take pride in the accomplishments of the
california institute for regenerative medicine
read on



Science, Politics, Stem Cells
And Genes: California's War On
Chronic Disease
2005

every time a cell divides a copy of its
genomic dna has to be faithfully copied to
generate new genomic dna for the daughter
cells the process of dna replication needs to
be precisely regulated to ensure that
replication of the genome is complete and
accurate but that re replication does not
occur errors in dna replication can lead to
genome instability and cancer the process of
replication initiation is of paramount
importance because once the cell is committed
to replicate dna it must finish this process a
great deal of progress has been made in
understanding how dna replication is initiated
in eukaryotic cells in the past ten years but
this is the first one source book on these
findings the initiation of dna replication in
eukaryotes will focus on how dna replication
is initiated in eukaryotic cells while the
concept of replication initiation is simple
its elaborate regulation and integration with
other cell processes results in a high level
of complexity this book will cover how the
position of replication initiation is chosen



how replication initiation is integrated with
the phases of the cell cycle and how it is
regulated in the case of damage to dna it is
the cellular protein machinery that enables
replication initiation to be activated and
regulated we now have an in depth
understanding of how cellular proteins work
together to start dna replication and this new
resource will reveal a mechanistic description
of dna replication initiation as well

Research Summaries
2016-02-11

stem cells in medicine volume 199 in the
progress in molecular biology and
translational science series provides the most
topical and informative research in the field
of stem cells sections in this new release
update on an introduction to stem cells stem
cell engineering xeno free culture and
proliferation of hpscs on 2d biomaterials 3d
scaffold preparation for stem cell culture and
differentiation gmp grade production of hpscs
human hepatic stem cell assay cardiomyocyte
cell sheets derived from hpscs and muscle
cells for myocardial infarction treatment stem
cell therapy for osteoarthritis hpsc derived
rpe transplantation for the treatment of
macular degeneration and much more the book



provides not only fundamental aspects and
cultural and production methods of stem cells
but also the critical engineering aspects of
stem cells such as drug screening using
hepatocytes and disease treatment by
transplantation of retinal pigment epithelium
and cardiomyocytes which are derived from
human pluripotent stem cells provides accurate
reviews from selected experts on the topic of
stem cell culture and differentiation presents
useful graphic materials for ease of reading
includes the latest insights and future
perspectives on stem cell therapy

The Initiation of DNA
Replication in Eukaryotes
2023-09-11

stem cell epigenetics volume 16 examines how
epigenetics are involved in stem cell
differentiation how a stem cell rapidly
transitions into a molecularly distinct cell
type and how this process may be reversed or
managed via epigenetic reprogramming topics
discussed include chromatin in pluripotency
epigenetic regulation of reprogramming stem
cells and dna methylation histone
modifications in stem cells and
differentiation higher order chromatin
conformation in pluripotent cells epigenetics



and disease modeling organoids from
pluripotent cells transcriptional regulation
in stem cells and differentiation non coding
rnas in pluripotency and early differentiation
and diseases caused by epigenetic alterations
in stem cells additionally the potential
implementation of stem cell epigenetics in
drug discovery regenerative medicine and
disease treatment is discussed in detail
helping researchers and physicians bring this
exciting and fast evolving field to the clinic
provides genetic researchers students and
physicians with evidence indicating the
epigenetic mechanisms involved in stem cell
differentiation highlights the specific
characteristics of the epigenetic
modifications and misregulations that may
result in disease pathogenesis examines the
potential application of stem cell epigenetics
towards developing therapeutic interventions
for disease and advancing regenerative
medicine features chapter contributions by
leading international experts

Stem Cell in Medicine
2020-08-13

it is fair to say that embryonic stem es cells
have taken their place beside the human genome
project as one of the most discussed



biomedical issues of the day it also seems
certain that as this millennium unfolds we
will see an increase in scientific and ethical
debate about their potential utility in
society on the scientific front it is clear
that work on es cells has already generated
new possibilities and stimulated development
of new strategies for increasing our und
standing of cell lineages and differentiation
it is not naïve to think that within a decade
or so our overall understanding of stem cell
biology will be as revolutionized as it was
when the pioneering hemopoietic stem cell
studies of till and mcculloch in toronto
captured our imaginations in 1961 with it will
come better methods for es and lineage
specific stem cell identification maintenance
and controlled fate selection clearly es cell
models are already providing opportunities for
the est lishment of limitless sources of
specific cell populations in recognition of
the gr ing excitement and potential of es
cells as models for both the advancement of
basic science and future clinical applications
i felt it timely to edit this collection of
pro cols embryonic stem cells in which
forefront investigators would provide detailed
methods for use of es cells to study various
lineages and tissue types



Stem Cell Epigenetics
2008-02-02

adult stem cells are responsible for tissue
regeneration and repair throughout life their
quiescence or activation are tightly regulated
by common signalling pathways that often
recapitulate those happening during embryonic
development and thus it is important to
understand their regulation not only in
postnatal life but also during foetal
development in this regard skeletal muscle is
an interesting tissue since it accounts for a
large percentage of body mass about 40 it is
highly amenable to intervention through
exercise and it is also key in metabolic and
physiological changes underlying frailty
susceptibility in the elderly while muscle
resident satellite cells are responsible for
all myogenic activity in physiological
conditions and become senescent in old age
other progenitor cells such as mesoangioblasts
do seem to contribute to muscle regeneration
and repair after tissue damage similarly fibro
adipogenic precursor cells seem to be key in
the aberrant response that fills up the space
left from atrophied muscle mass and which ends
up with a dysfunctional muscle having vast
areas of fatty infiltration and fibrosis the
complex interplay between these stem



progenitor cell types and their niches in
normal and pathological conditions throughout
life are the subjects of intense investigation
this ebook highlights recent developments on
the role of stem cells in skeletal muscle
function both in prenatal and postnatal life
and their regulation by transcriptional post
transcriptional and epigenetic mechanisms
additionally it includes articles on
interventions associated with exercise
pathological changes in neuromuscular diseases
and stem cell aging

Embryonic Stem Cells
2016-06-29

in stem cell research there are several key
methods that once mastered can be extremely
powerful these methods enable you to
rigorously test hypotheses compare results to
gold standards and may even spur improvements
to existing protocols this book describes
numerous methods to derive manipulate target
and prepare stem cells for clinical use the
methods described here help you derive and
test human embryonic stem cells analyze bone
marrow stem cell function in vitro and in vivo
image a stem cell transplant cryopreserve stem
cells and differentiate stem cells using
microscale tec



Role of Stem Cells in Skeletal
Muscle Development,
Regeneration, Repair, Aging
and Disease
2009

stem cells characterized by the ability to
both self renew and to generate diff entiated
functional cell types have been derived from
the embryo and from va ous sources of the
postnatal animals and human the recent
advances in stem cell research have led to a
better understanding of self renewal
maintenance and diff entiation of both
embryonic and somatic stem cells this has
significantly increased our knowledge of
cellular and developmental biology in general
and will certainly continue to do so for a
long time to come moreover given their role in
maintaining and replenishing tissues stem
cells represent a potential means of restoring
tissue function and thereby treating the root
cause of degenerative disease therefore in
parallel we need to improve our cognizance of
the challenges involved in applying stem cells
in clinical settings the current chapters
highlight both of these aspects that of
understanding the actual and that of



developing the possible in recognition of the
growing excitement and potential of stem cells
as models for both the advancement of basic
science and future clinical applications i
felt it timely to edit this book in which
forefront investigators would provide new
findings for the use of stem cells to study
various lineages and tissue types and some app
cations

Stem Cell Bioengineering
1999

now presented in large format the new schmid
is the ideal primer in biotechnology the two
page layout with one page being a full color
figure and the opposite page being explanatory
text is the ideal combination between rapid
visual based learning with in depth
information

Stem Cell Research
2009-04-20

much research has focused on the basic
cellular and molecular biological aspects of
stem cells much of this research has been
fueled by their potential for use in
regenerative medicine applications which has



in turn spurred growing numbers of
translational and clinical studies however
more work is needed if the potential is to be
realized for improvement of the lives and well
being of patients with numerous diseases and
conditions this book series cell biology and
translational medicine cbtmed as part of
springer nature s longstanding and very
successful advances in experimental medicine
and biology book series has the goal to
accelerate advances by timely information
exchange emerging areas of regenerative
medicine and translational aspects of stem
cells are covered in each volume outstanding
researchers are recruited to highlight
developments and remaining challenges in both
the basic research and clinical arenas this
current book is the 15th volume of a
continuing series

Trends in Stem Cell Biology
and Technology
2016-03-21

when starting petacrunch an ai powered media
company which focuses on interviewing founders
ceos and senior executives about their work
and how it all started we didn t know the
level of attention we would get after three
months of running it online we have been



literally flooded with emails having days with
over a thousand messages sent to different
recipients crazy but it was worth it we have
interviewed over 800 companies so far started
a newsletter and built some amazing tools
along the way but primarily we ve learned a
lot from all the stories that were shared with
us some were very personal and touching some
motivating or highlighting an interesting
aspect of being an entrepreneur it s amazing
how diverse founders are there s no common
trait apart from two patience and persistence
businesses rarely take off in the very first
year they need time to start carving their
niche in the market understanding how to grow
a business from 0 to 100 is what motivated us
in the first place to start petacrunch that s
why we ve decided to put together our very
first book because we truly believe that you
can learn a lot by reading about how others
started and grew their businesses

Biotechnology
2022-05-20

led by authors from md anderson s stem cell
transplantation and cellular therapy
department the world s largest and highly
respected program at the forefront of rapidly
advancing treatments in the field manual of



hematopoietic cell transplantation and
cellular therapies is a comprehensive focused
reference covering the latest clinical
developments and applications of stem cell
transplant and cellular therapies for
hematologic malignancies and solid tumors this
cutting edge title with a majority
contribution from the md anderson cancer
center and leading faculty from other academic
institutions covers breakthrough cell based
therapies for various diseases including
lymphoma multiple myeloma leukemia and select
solid tumor and autoimmune diseases this
unique definitive resource is essential for
hematologists fellows in hematology and
immunotherapy mid level providers pharmacists
and oncologists who refer patients for cell
based therapies addresses hematologic
conditions including leukemia lymphoma and
myeloma offers guidance on hematopoietic cell
transplantation for solid tumors covers basic
science principles clinical aspects
pharmacology radiation therapy and disease
specific guidelines including prevention and
management of complications discusses key
topics such as hematopoietic cell collection
bone marrow harvesting umbilical cord blood
transplantation car t cell therapy and patient
donor selection and preparation of hct
features extensive summary boxes bulleted
content and algorithms throughout for quick



and easy reference offers team based
clinically focused coverage from world
renowned leaders in the field

Cell Biology and Translational
Medicine, Volume 15
2022-08-01

dr patrick hanley a topic editor for this
collection is a co founder and serves on the
board of directors of mana therapeutics a
private biotech company focused on cellular
therapy for aml all other topic editors
declare no competing interests with regards to
the research topic

Engineered Targeted Cancer
Immunotherapies
2023-12-13

this book reviews the respiratory function of
vertebrate red cells i have defined the phrase
respiratory function broadly to include in
addition to the actual oxygen and carbon
dioxide transport erythropoiesis haemoglobin
synthesis red cell structure the deformability
of red cells in circulation ion and substrate
transport across the cell membrane cellular



metabolism and control of cellular volume and
ph all of these aspects of the red cell
function may affect gas transport between the
respiratory epithelia and the tissues
throughout the book i have tried to relate our
current knowledge about the nucleated red cell
function to the wealth of information about
the function of mammalian red cells however
whenever possible i have placed the emphasis
on the nucleated red cell function for two
reasons first the erythro cytes of 90 of
vertebrate species are nucleated and second
nucleated red cell function has not been
reviewed earlier in a single volume this being
the case i have tried to make the reference
list as complete as i could with regard to
nucleated red cells i hope that the approach
adopted is useful for both com parative and
human physiologists many people have
contributed to the making of this book
directly or in directly antti soivio started
me in this field prof henrik wallgren has
always encouraged fresh scientific ideas in
his department my present ideas of red cell
function have been influenced by work carried
out with prof roy e

Rising stars in hematology:



2022
2022-12-23

the t cell receptor factsbook contains entries
on all the 176 functional variable diversity
joining and constant regions of the human t
cell receptor including alpha beta gamma and
delta loci introductory chapters summarize
information of t cell receptor chain synthesis
chromosomal location and an overview of the
human t cell receptor loci

Growing a Business. Lessons
from 101 start-ups
2008

of the two disciplines in parallel development
for two decades tumor immunology and
transplantation immunology the latter has
thrived and has led to some of the most
critical discoveries in immunobiology the
former continues to thwart both scientists and
clinicians alike the goal of immunologists in
modern day research is to develop a simple and
effective means to manipulate cancer in vivo
possibly encompassing several venues
identifying a phenotypic marker and the use of
either active or passive immunization include



the use of passive reagents carrying warheads
to selectively destroy cancer cells or
altering the basic process of cell survival
this excellent multidiscipline authored volume
presents a theme which has not been well
described before the papers include both basic
and clinical science and range from
sophisticated molecular biology to little more
than phenomenology e g the increased
association of cancer in some autoimmune
diseases and increased presentation of
autoimmune phenomena in malignant condition
this however is state of the art this
collection of themes will be of use not only
to bench scientists but also to clinicians who
treat patients the book represents progress at
the cutting edge of this discipline and points
the way to further developments in the black
box of immunology

Manual of Hematopoietic Cell
Transplantation and Cellular
Therapies - E-Book
2023-05-17

this book provides a resource of current
understandings about various aspects of the
biology of spermatogonia in mammals
considering that covering the entire gamut of



all things spermatogonia is a difficult task
specific topics were selected to provide
foundational information that will be useful
for seasoned researchers in the field of germ
cell biology as well as investigators entering
the area looking to the future the editors
predict that the foundational information
provided in this book combined with the advent
of new tools and budding interests in use of
non rodent mammalian models will produce
another major advance in knowledge regarding
the biology of spermatogonia over the next
decade in particular we anticipate that the
core molecular machinery driving different
spermatogonial states in most if not all
mammals will be described fully the extrinsic
signals emanating from somatic support cell
populations to influence spermatogonial
functions will become fully known and the
capacity to derive long term cultures of sscs
and transplant the population to regenerate
spermatogenesis and fertility will become a
reality for higher order mammals

Functional Maturation of
Postmitotic Neurons from Human
Embryonic Stem Cell-derived



Neuroepithelium
2022-02-25

current therapy in medicine of australian
mammals provides an update on australian
mammal medicine although much of the companion
volume medicine of australian mammals is still
relevant and current there have been
significant advances in australian mammal
medicine and surgery since its publication in
2008 the two texts together remain the most
comprehensive source of information available
in this field this volume is divided into two
sections the first includes comprehensive
chapters on general topics and topics relevant
to multiple taxa several new topics are
presented including wildlife health in
australia and the important role veterinarians
play in australia s biosecurity systems
medical aspects of native mammal
reintroductions and translocations disease
risk analysis wildlife rehabilitation
practices in australia with an emphasis on
welfare of animals undergoing rehabilitation
management of overabundant populations
immunology and stress physiology the second
section provides updates on current knowledge
relevant to specific taxa several appendices
provide useful reference data and information
on clinical reference ranges recommended



venipuncture sites chemical restraint agent
doses and regimens a drug formulary and dental
charts written by australian experts current
therapy in medicine of australian mammals is
clinically oriented with emphasis on practical
content with easy to use reference material it
is a must have for veterinarians students
biologists zoologists and wildlife carers and
other wildlife professionals this volume also
complements updates and utilises the resources
of other books such as radiology of australian
mammals vogelnest and allan 2015 pathology of
australian native wildlife ladds 2009
haematology of australian mammals clark 2004
and australian mammals biology and captive
management jackson 2003 all csiro publishing
publications

Imaging the immune response in
inflammatory preclinical in
vivo models
2012-12-06

the order cetacea comprises some amazing
species representing some of the most evolved
creatures that inhabit this earth yet they
also represent a group of species for which
much remains unknown there are over 80 species
of cetaceans composed of porpoises dolphins



and whales this volume represents the latest
of published and previously unpubl

Advances In Pediatric
Hematopoietic Cell Therapies
And Transplantation
1993

this book reviews the latest trends and future
directions of dna replication research the
contents reflect upon the principles that have
been established through the genetic and
enzymatic studies of bacterial viral and
cellular replication during the past decades
the book begins with a historical overview of
the studies on eukaryotic dna replication by
professor thomas kelly a pioneer of the field
the following chapters include genome wide
studies of replication origins and initiation
factor binding as well as the timing of dna
replications mechanisms of initiation dna
chain elongation and termination of dna
replication the structural basis of functions
of protein complexes responsible for execution
of dna replication cell cycle dependent
regulation of dna replication the nature of
replication stress and cells strategy to deal
with the stress and finally how all these
phenomena are interconnected to genome



instability and development of various
diseases by reviewing the existing concepts
ranging from the old principles to the newest
ideas the book gives readers an opportunity to
learn how the classical replication principles
are now being modified and new concepts are
being generated to explain how genome dna
replication is achieved with such high
adaptability and plasticity with the
development of new methods including
cryoelectron microscopy analyses of huge
protein complexes single molecular analyses of
initiation and elongation of dna replication
and total reconstitution of eukaryotic dna
replication with purified factors the field is
enjoying one of its most exciting moments and
this highly timely book conveys that
excitement to all interested readers

Vertebrate Red Blood Cells
2001-07-13

in all organisms the dna replication machinery
is responsible for accurate and efficient
duplication of the chromosome inhibitors of
replication proteins are commonly used in anti
cancer and anti viral therapies this ebook on
the dna replication machinery as therapeutic
targets examines the normal functions of
replication proteins as well as strategies to



target each step during the replication
process including dna unwinding dna synthesis
and dna damage bypass and repair articles
discuss current strategies to develop drugs
targeting dna replication proteins as well as
future outlooks and needs

Biomedical Index to PHS-
supported Research
2000-03-27

dna replication the process of copying one
double stranded dna molecule to produce two
identical copies is at the heart of cell
proliferation this book highlights new
insights into the replication process in
eukaryotes from the assembly of pre
replication complex and features of dna
replication origins through polymerization
mechanisms to propagation of epigenetic states
it also covers cell cycle control of
replication initiation and includes the latest
on mechanisms of replication in prokaryotes
the association between genome replication and
transcription is also addressed we hope that
readers will find this book interesting
helpful and inspiring



The T Cell Receptor FactsBook
2017-11-20

this new third edition updates a best selling
encyclopedia it includes about 56 more words
than the 1 392 page second edition of 2003 the
number of illustrations increased to almost 2
000 and their quality has improved by design
and four colors it includes approximately 1
800 current databases and web servers this
encyclopedia covers the basics and the latest
in genomics proteomics genetic engineering
small rnas transcription factories chromosome
territories stem cells genetic networks
epigenetics prions hereditary diseases and
patents similar integrated information is not
available in textbooks or on the internet

Cancer and Autoimmunity
2019-05-01

this book constitutes the refeered proceedings
of the 21st international conference on
information processing in medical imaging ipmi
2009 held in williamsburg va usa in july 2009
the 26 revised full papers and 33 revised
poster papers presented were carefully
reviewed and selected from 150 submissions the
papers are organized in topical sections on



diffusion imaging pet imaging image
registration functional networks space curves
tractography microscopy exploratory analyses
features and detection image guided surgery
shape analysis motion and segmentation and
validation

The Biology of Mammalian
Spermatogonia
2006

topic editor godfrey smith is the founder
director and honorary chief scientific officer
of clyde biosciences ltd uk the other topic
editors declare no competing interests with
regard to the research topic subject

Current Therapy in Medicine of
Australian Mammals
2016-04-19

period repair manual is your guide to better
periods using natural treatments such as diet
nutritional supplements herbal medicine and
natural hormones it contains advice and tips
for women of every age and situation if you
have a period or want a period then this book
is for you topics include how to come off



hormonal birth control what your period should
be like what can go wrong how to talk to your
doctor treatment protocols for all common
period problems including pcos and
endometriosis this international bestseller
contains insights from endocrinology professor
jerilynn prior and more than 300 citations it
s written by a naturopathic doctor with more
than twenty years of experience and is a
compilation of everything that works for
hormonal health

Regionally Distinct Neural
Stem Cell Populations in the
Mouse Embryonic Brain and
Spinal Cord
2018-01-22

hot flashes vaginal atrophy social stigma the
comics in this unapologetic anthology prove
that when it comes to menopause and its
attendant symptoms no one needs to sweat it
alone featuring works by comics luminaries
such as lynda barry joyce farmer ellen forney
and carol tyler menopause is the perfect
antidote to the simplistic cheap joke approach
that treats menopause as a cultural taboo this
anthology challenges stereotypes with
perspectives from a range of life experiences



ages gender identities ethnicities and health
conditions other contributors include maureen
burdock jennifer camper kc councilor mk
czerwiec leslie ewing ann m fox keet geniza
roberta gregory teva harrison rachael house
leah jones monica lalanda cathy leamy ajuan
mance jessica moran mimi pond sharon
rosenzweig joyce schachter susan merrill
squier emily steinberg nicola streeten a k
summers kimiko tobimatsu shelley l wall and
dana walrath

Reproductive Biology and
Phylogeny of Cetacea: Whales,
Porpoises and Dolphins
2005

DNA Replication
2019-09-19

Characterization of Adult
Mesenchymal Stem Cells
2011-09-26



The DNA Replication Machinery
as Therapeutic Targets
2008-04-25

Fundamental Aspects of DNA
Replication
2006

Encyclopedia of Genetics,
Genomics, Proteomics, and
Informatics
2009-06-19

Quantitative in Situ
Characterization of a Putative
Stem Cell Population in the
Mouse Mammary Gland
2022-11-15



Information Processing in
Medical Imaging
2017-09-14

Cardiac Optogenetics: Using
Light to Observe and Excite
the Heart
2021-12-21

Period Repair Manual

Menopause
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